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Contact me

Find out how you can contact me with your queries, or make an appointment to see me.




 

How I can help
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There are many things that I can do as your MP, but some that I cannot. Find out how I can help you here ... 




 








Benefits of Pool Table Hire

If you want your guests to have a fun time at your event, hiring a pool table is a great idea. Whether you are hosting a small party or an outdoor event under cover, a pool table is a great choice. Depending on your venue, you can set it up indoors or outside, and you can even choose a ground floor table if the space is limited. Here are some of the benefits of hiring a pool table for your next event.




Barton McGill

If you're looking for a unique way to add some fun to your next function, consider hiring a pool table from Barton McGill. This rental company will deliver a 7ft Statesman Pool table, accessories, and more to the party location of your choice. Whether you're throwing a birthday party or celebrating a wedding, a pool table is sure to delight your guests. Not only will guests enjoy playing pool, but it can also be used for parties or events of any size. The best part is that you can have a table delivered directly to your party location, even if it's on the ground floor!




Contactless pool tables

If you are looking to hire a pool table, then consider getting a contactless model. Diamond Leisure has designed the latest contactless pool tables in the UK, which are IPX5 compliant, and will provide your guests with the highest level of security possible. These tables are the best choice if you are planning on organising a big pool party or a corporate function. A modern contactless pool table has electronic features that allow players to make payments securely using a credit or debit card.




A contactless pool table can really make your establishment stand out from the rest. Having this piece of equipment in your venue will ensure you attract a variety of customers and keep them coming back for more. This will help you generate more revenue from food and drink sales. Whether you want to get the most out of your pool tables or simply want to attract new people to your business, a contactless table will bring in more customers and help you improve your bottom line.




Because contactless pool tables are on a profit-sharing model, they can be used to make more money for your pub or club. You can set the price per game, depending on what your business needs. This way, you can maximize profits during busy nights and reduce prices during slow periods. By changing prices regularly, you can adjust the pricing to meet your business needs. And because they are available remotely, you can even monitor and maintain them yourself.




Metal folding legs

Metal folding legs provide stability and strength to a Pool table. The forged steel corner brackets on a Pool table have eight points of contact, whereas jumbo legs have a larger surface area, which increases contact and increases strength. When you hire a pool table, you should have someone to help you with the process. Start by raising one corner of the table and placing a shim underneath it. Lower the foot onto the shim, then repeat on the other corner. Repeat the process until the table is level and strong.




Before hiring a pool table, make sure you know where to put it in the room you want it to stay. Before you begin, measure your hallways and doorways to ensure proper placement. Once you have the right measurements, wrap the pool table in moving blankets or protective cushioning. If you have to carry the pool table, you should cover the sharp edges with moving blankets. Once you have the right measurements, carefully load the pool table onto a hand truck or a dolly.




Chrome finish pocket

Looking for a Pool table rental service in the UK? You can hire a quality table for your next social gathering. We offer a wide selection of Pool tables in various sizes and styles. From 6ft to 8ft, you'll find a table to suit your needs. Our tables come with a full set of red and yellow pool balls, two full size pool cues, and a selection of chalks.




Fabrics for pool tables

There are different kinds of pool table felt, and you can choose between a number of different types depending on your needs. Some players prefer a cheap fabric, while others prefer the durability of a high-quality felt. Woolen cloths are the least expensive option, but you must remember that they will eventually pill and lose traction. Worsted wool is a great choice for experienced players because it lasts for many years, and it will fuzz less than standard felts. Worsted wool is two to three times thicker than standard felt and is used by many professionals. The reason for this is the fact that it's twice as thick as standard felt, and it can last for 20 years or more.




Changing the fabric on your pool table can be a costly proposition, but it can ensure a smooth, professional experience. While it's tempting to use a cheap, low-quality felt, be sure to take measurements of your table so that you know which size to buy. If you're hiring a pool table, make sure the company you're working with offers high-quality fabrics. This way, you won't have to worry about the quality of the table's playing surface.




If you're not comfortable playing with the same cloth that everyone else is using, try an English cloth. Premium English cloths have better quality, durability, and a greater range of colours than regular English cloths. Hainsworth, for example, produces a high-quality cloth called Smart cloth. This cloth is available in 23 different colours, from classic blues and greens to classy golds. Regardless of the cloth you choose, make sure it's the right one for your needs.




Assembly instructions

If you're a novice, you may be surprised by how easy it is to assemble a pool table. Assembling one is actually quite easy, but novices may want to read the entire manual before they start. Understanding how each component fits together will speed up the process, minimize frustration, and ensure a professional-looking finished product. Often, the instructions indicate when they are an express setup, with the pool ball symbols highlighting the sections.




Before you begin, carefully remove all the pieces of your new pool table from their packaging. If there is any missing part, contact the manufacturer. You should also ensure that you tighten the nuts and bolts using a socket wrench. Then, use a square-headed screwdriver to install the leg-mounting brackets. If you're not sure whether your table's legs mount to the table frame, you can consult your pool table assembly instructions.




The next step is to remove the felt covering. This is one of the most time-consuming steps, as you need to remove the felt to expose the slate bed underneath. Sometimes, you may have to separate pieces of the felt in order to remove it. If the felt bunches, you'll need to purchase a new one. After you remove the felt, check that all of the staples and rails are secured. Make sure to replace the felt once you're done assembling the table.
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